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battery contact is, however, remarkably brilliant,, which may
be considered in some respects disadvantageous/'
The rotor consisted of a similar series of electro-magnets
mounted around an axle and arranged to rotate opposite
the fixed ring of electro-magnets. The fixed ring was
excited by the current from one battery, and the rotating
ring by the current from another. The necessary reverses
of polarity in the rotating ring were arranged by a commu-
tator.
On December ist, 1838, while he was still nineteen years
of age, he communicated another paper. His first para-
graphs are:
"dear sir,
In Vol. II, page 122 of your interesting work is a
communication of mine describing the method of making
electro-magnetic engines, which I thought might be adopted
with advantage. I finished the one I was working at during
last summer. It weighs 7-5- lb.; and the greatest power I
have been able to develop with a battery of forty-eight
Wollaston four-inch plates was to raise 15 lb. one foot high
per minute, in which estimate the friction of the working
parts, which was very considerable, was reckoned as the load.
The result shows that the advantages of a close arrange-
ment of electro-magnets are not such as I anticipated.''
Reynolds remarks that this passage contains the first
recorded absolute measurement of work in connexion with
the philosophical study of physics, and shows Joule's early
appreciation of the measurement of "work," though he
does not use the word as the expression of the mechanical
potency of his machine.
He has continued his attempts to improve the strength
of his electro-magnets, and writes that bundles of iron wires
are more effective than solid cores. He has designed a
convenient motor for comparing the velocities of rotation
produced by the two sorts of cores, and finds that while the
solid core gives 146 revolutions per minute, the wire core
gives 177 revolutions with one cell. Two cells give 233
and 274. Another pair of electro-magnets gave 196 and

